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Gray Is Green is an online gathering
of older adult Americans aspiring to
create a green legacy for the future.
As environmentally conscious
elders, we respond to a generational
call: to co-create a future of
economic justice, ecological
sustainability and social justice.
We hold next generations of
humans in mind and consider the
future of ecosystems and other
species. We are alert to the historic
challenges facing our planet. And
we are aware of the question arising
from descendants generations
hence:
What did you do, when you knew?

What do we do?

We aspire to embrace our eldership,
living beyond consumerism and
ageism. Our Curriculum for GrayGreen Living offers a variety of ways
to join–and re-engage with–this
elder movement.
We offer a periodic newsletter, a
speaker’s bureau, online resources, a
Facebook page for relevant updates.
In partnership with congenial
organizations, we serve as a
central clearinghouse of ideas and
communications for older adults
interested in greening their lives,
learning about sustainability,
advocating for sound public
policy, being creative stewards or
grandparents, emerging as elders,
and mentoring young people.
We invite you to get involved!

www.grayisgreen.org

Supposing that the members of a local community wanted
their community to cohere, to flourish, and to last, then they
would follow a few rules:
1. Always ask of any proposed change or innovation: What will this do to
our community? How will this affect our common wealth?
2. Always include local nature – the land, the water, the air, the native
creatures – within the membership of the community.
3. Always ask how local needs might be supplied from local sources,
including the mutual help of neighbours.
4. Always supply local needs first. (And only then think of exporting their
products, first to nearby cities, and then to others.)
5. The community must understand the ultimate unsoundness of
the industrial doctrine of ‘labour saving’ if that implies poor work,
unemployment, or any kind of pollution or contamination.
6. If it is not to be merely a colony of the national or the global economy,
the community must develop appropriately scaled value-adding
industries for local products.
7. It must also develop small-scale industries and businesses to support the
local farm or forest economy.
8. It must strive to produce as much of its own energy as possible.
9. It must strive to increase earnings (in whatever form) within the
community, and decrease expenditures outside the community.
10. Money paid into the local economy should circulate within the
community for as long as possible before it is paid out.
11. If it is to last, a community must be able to afford to invest in itself: it
must maintain its properties, keep itself clean (without dirtying some
other place), care for its old people, teach its children.
(continued on back)

Community Resilience: Rules for a Local Economy
12. The old and the young must take care of one another. The young must
learn from the old, not necessarily and not always in school. There
must be no institutionalised ‘child care’ and ‘homes for the aged’. The
community knows and remembers itself by the association of old
and young.
13. Costs now conventionally hidden or ‘externalised’ must be accounted for.
Whenever possible they must be debited against monetary income.
14. Community members must look into the possible uses of local currency,
community-funded loan programmes, systems of barter, and the like.
15. They should always be aware of the economic value of neighbourliness –
as help, insurance, and so on. They must realise that in our time the costs
of living are greatly increased by the loss of neighbourhood, leaving
people to face their calamities alone.
16. A rural community should always be acquainted with, and complexly
connected with, community-minded people in nearby towns and cities.
[Ed. note: and vice versa for an urban community]
17. A sustainable rural economy will be dependent on urban consumers
loyal to local products. Therefore, we are talking about an economy that
will always be more co-operative than competitive.
These rules are derived from Western political and religious traditions, from
the promptings of ecologists and certain agriculturalists and from common
sense. They may seem radical, but only because the modern national
and global economies have been formed in almost perfect disregard of
community and ecological interests.
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